The Slovak Republic has one of the most dynamic GDP growth rates in the euro area. In line with the World Bank classification, it is a local leader for effective entrepreneurship; and Slovakia has one of the highest rankings in the total Economic Freedom Index.

Slovakia is a country of skilful, creative and enterprising people, pursuing the historical heritage of significant Slovak scientists and inventors, such as Štefan Banič (parachute inventor), Jozef Murgaš (pioneer in wireless telecommunication), Maxmilián Hell (important astronomer, mathematician and physician), and Aurel Stodola (founder of the vapour and gas turbines theory).

Many Slovak companies have won global recognition thanks to their high-quality products. Slovak companies sell their products in prestigious world markets; and it is clear from the sales that their products are very competitive.

ESET
Konštrukta Industry a.s. Trenčín
United Industries a.s. – Vino Nitra
Continental Matador Rubber s.r.o. Púchov
Železiarne Podbrezová
TATRAVAGÓNKA, a.s.
SPINEA, s.r.o.
OMS
RONA
Chirana Medical
Aerospool spol. s r.o.
JJ Electronic
Vajda Group
ELESKO a.s.
BETAMONT s.r.o.
Insemas s.r.o.
GAS Família s.r.o.
INNOVATRICS s.r.o.

MADE IN SLOVAKIA II.

Installation of new prototype of Sggmrs 90 container goods wagon by Tatravagón Poprad – Vagónka, a.s. Trebišov.


Glass production at RONA, Lednické Rovne

Furnace tapping at the modernized plant of Železiarne Podbrezová ironworks.

Dental chair ‘Cheese’ by designer and winner of the National Design Prize in the Product Design category, Ferdinand Chrenko for Chirana – Medical a.s. Stará Turá.

Light powered airplane, type WT II Dynamic of Slovak construction, produced by Aerospool.

New wine complex Elesko in the vineyards between Modra – Kráľová and Dubová on the slopes of the Small Carpathians.